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ABSTRACT
The L3DAS22 Challenge is aimed at encouraging and fostering collaborative research on machine learning for 3D audio signal processing, with particular focus on 3D speech enhancement (SE) and 3D sound localization and detection (SELD). Alongside with the challenge, we release the L3DAS22 dataset, a 90 hours 3D audio corpus, accompanied with a Python API that facilitates the data usage and results submission stage. Usually, machine learning approaches to 3D audio tasks are based on single-perspective Ambisonics recordings or on arrays of single-capsule microphones. We propose, instead, a novel multichannel audio configuration based multiple-source and multiple-perspective Ambisonics recordings, performed with an array of two first-order Ambisonics microphones. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a dual-mic Ambisonics configuration is used for these tasks. We provide baseline models and results for both tasks, obtained with state-of-the-art architectures: a Beamforming U-Net for SE and SELDnet for SELD.

Index Terms— Data Challenge, 3D Audio, Ambisonics, Sound Source Localization, Sound Source Classification, Speech Enhancement

1. INTRODUCTION
3D audio is gaining increasing interest in the machine learning community in recent years. This field of application is incredibly wide and ranges from virtual and real conferencing to game development, music production, autonomous driving, surveillance and many more. Tasks like sound source localization, speech and emotion recognition, sound source separation, speech enhancement and denoising, and acoustic echo cancellation, among others, potentially benefit from tridimensional representations of sound field, as they carry additional spatial information. 3D audio formats permit to obtain an impressive performance in many machine learning-based tasks, usually bringing out a significant improvement over the single/dual-channel formats. In this context, Ambisonics prevails among other 3D audio formats for its simplicity, effectiveness and flexibility.

The L3DAS22 Challenge organized within the L3DAS (Learning 3D Audio Sources) project is designed to encourage and foster research on machine learning for 3D audio signal processing. In particular, we focus on two 3D audio tasks: 3D Speech Enhancement and 3D Sound Event Localization and Detection, both relying on multiple-source and multiple-perspective (MSMP) Ambisonics recordings.

3D SE aims at removing unwanted information from spurious spatial vocal recordings and further enhancing the speech intelligibility and clarity. A widespread strategy to perform SE is to use deep neural networks (DNNs) to estimate a time-frequency mask in the Fourier domain that extracts clean speech signals from noisy spectra. Neural beamforming techniques as Filter and Sum Networks (FaSNet) provide state-of-the art results for Ambisonics-based SE and are usually suitable for low-latency scenarios. Also U-Net-based approaches provide competitive results in this context, both for monaural and multichannel SE tasks, at the expense of higher computational power demand. Other techniques to perform SE include recurrent neural networks (RNNs), graph-based spectral subtraction, discriminative learning, dilated convolutions.

3D SELD, instead, aims at obtaining exhaustive spatiotemporal descriptions of 3D acoustic scenes, predicting which sound categories are present in the scene, and when and where each sound instance is active. SELD can be considered as a joining of the traditional sound event detection and sound source localization tasks, and it was presented for the first time in the DCASE2019 Challenge. Also here, the state-of-the-art methods are based on deep learning strategies. SELDnet adopted a convolutional-recurrent design with two distinct branches for localization and detection and it was used as a baseline model in SELD tasks of the DCASE challenges. An improved SELDnet model was then introduced, including temporal convolutions.
Other novel solutions for this task include ensemble models \[18\], multi-stage training \[19\] and bespoke augmentation strategies \[20\].

These tasks are complementary each other and are aimed at fulfilling real-world needs related to real and virtual conferencing. Especially in multi-speaker scenarios, it is in fact very important to properly understand the nature of a sound event and its position within the environment, what is the content of the sound signal and how to leverage it at best for a specific application (e.g., teleconferencing and assistive listening or entertainment, among others).

Alongside with the challenge, we present the L3DAS22 datasets, aimed at solving SE and SELD tasks making use of MSMP Ambisonics files, obtained performing 3D audio recordings with an array of two Ambisonics microphones, as further discussed in the next Section. For the first time, to our best knowledge MSMP dual-mic Ambisonics recordings are considered for machine-learning purposes, giving us the possibility to test the effectiveness of this particular 3D audio format. Furthermore, the SELD task of the L3DAS22 for the first time proposes a scenario where multiple sounds of the same class may be active at the same time. This is a well-established scenario in vision-related object detection tasks and, to our knowledge is an important real-life-oriented study case also in the audio domain. We supply baseline models and results for both tasks, obtained using state-of-the-art deep learning architectures. Datasets and models are supported by a Python-based API aimed at facilitating the data download and preprocessing, the baseline models training and the results submission.

The specific contributions of this work are the following:

- We present a novel multiple-source and multiple-perspective Ambisonics dataset aimed at SELD and SE tasks.
- We propose a machine learning challenge based on this dataset that comprehends two distinct tasks, with two separate tracks each.
- We present baseline models for both tasks, obtained with state-of-the-art methods.
- We provide a python-based supporting API that can be used for any purpose beyond the challenge. This includes a PyTorch re-implementation of the SELDNet architecture.

2. DATASET DESCRIPTION

The L3DAS22 dataset contains approximately 90 hours of MSMP B-format audio recordings. We sampled the acoustic field of a large office room with the approximate dimensions of 6 m (length) by 5 m (width) by 3 m (height). The room has typical office furniture: desks, chairs and a wardrobe. The floor is made of wood parquet, while the walls and the ceiling are made of painted concrete.

We placed two first-order A-format Ambisonics microphone\[3\] in the center of the room and we moved a speaker reproducing an analytic signal in 252 fixed spatial positions. One microphone (mic A) lies in the exact center of the room, and the other (mic B) is 20 cm distant towards the width dimension. Both are shown as a unique grey dot in the center of Fig.\[1]\. Both microphones are positioned at the same height of 1.3 m, which is the average ear height ear of a seated person. The capsules of both mics have the same orientation.

The speaker placement is performed according to two different criteria: a fixed 3D grid (168 positions) and a 3D uniform random distribution (84 positions). Figure\[1c\] shows a 2D projection of the grid from above. For the first criterion, we placed the speaker in a 3D grid with a 50 cm step in the length-width dimensions and a 30 cm step in the height dimension, as represented in Fig.\[1c\] with blue dots. There are 7 position layers in the height dimension at 0.3 m, 0.7 m, 1 m, 1.3 m, 1.6 m, 1.9 m, 2.3 m from the floor, as shown in Figure\[1a\]. The random positions, instead, respect a uniform distribution and are depicted in Fig.\[1b\]. All random-selected positions are quantized in a virtual 3D grid with a 25 cm step. For all measurements we directed the speaker’s tweeter towards mic A.

The analytic signal is a 24-bit exponential sinusoidal sweep that glides from 50 Hz to 19000 Hz in 20 seconds, reproduced at 90 dB SPL on average. The IR estimation is then obtained by performing a circular convolution between the recorded sound and the time-inverted analytic signal, as introduced by \[21\]. We finally converted the A-format signals into standard B-format IRs\[4\].

Relying on the collected Ambisonics impulse responses, we augmented existing clean monophonic datasets to obtain synthetic tridimensional sound sources by convolving the original sounds with our IRs. The result of this convolution operation is the virtual placement of a sound source in the spatial position occupied by the speaker, perceived from the position of the 2 microphones. We aimed at creating plausible and variegate 3D scenarios to reflect office-like situations, in which disparate types of sound sources and background noises coexist in the same 3D reverberant environment.

For this purpose we used the Librispeech \[22\] and FSD50K \[23\] datasets. We selected a total of 1440 noise sound files from FSD50K, divided into 14 transient noise classes: computer keyboard, drawer open/close, cupboard open/close, finger snapping, keys jangling, knock, laughter, scissors, telephone, writing, chink and clink, printer, female speech, male speech, and 4 continuous noise classes: alarm, crackle, me-

\[3\] Oktava MK-4012

\[4\] Event Ps6

\[5\] https://github.com/l3das/L3DAS22

\[6\] http://pcfarina.eng.unipr.it/Public/B-format/A2B-conversion/A2B.htm
A speech signal is always present, mixed with various types of background noise. We extracted all sounds from the clean subset of Librispeech (approximately 53% male and 47% female speech). We add up to 3 non-speech background noises of the above-mentioned categories, extracting them from FSD50K. With a 25% chance, one of the background noises is a continuous noise. The signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 6 to 16 dBFS (referring to the signals’ RMS amplitude), where the voice is always the prominent signal. We randomly place all sound sources in the 3D environment, paying attention to obtain a uniform distribution of locations within this dataset section.

The predictors data of this section are released as 8-channel 16 kHz 16 bit wav files, consisting of 2 sets of first-order Ambisonics recordings. The channels order follows the Ambisonic Channel Number (ACN) system of the AmbiX format[3], thus having [WA, YA,ZA,XA,WB, YB, ZB, XB], where the letters A,B refer to the used microphone and W,Y,Z,X, refers to the B-format Ambisonics channels. The target data provided for this section contains the clean monophonic recordings of the only speech signals (16 kHz 16 bit mono wav files), as well as the words uttered in each data point (in a txt file).

In this section we provide also an informative csv file for each subset, where we annotated the coordinates and spatial distance of the IR convolved with the target voice signals for each datapoint. This may be useful to estimate the delay caused by the virtual time-of-flight of the target voice signal and to perform a sample-level alignment of the input and ground truth signals.

### 2.2. 3D Sound Event Detection and Localization Dataset

This dataset section is targeted to task 2 and it is therefore optimized for SELD. Here we synthesized 900 30-seconds-long data points, reaching a total length of 7.5 hours of audio. Each data point contains a simulated 3D office audio environment in which up to 3 simultaneous acoustic events may be active at the same time. Moreover, when multiple sounds are active at the same time, with an approximate probability of 12% at least 2 sounds may belong to the same class. Although, when this happens, we forced the simultaneous sounds of the same class to be virtually positioned at least 1 meter distant one another.

The data points of this section contain an average of 26 acoustic events, with a standard deviation of 11. The sound events belong to the aforementioned 14 transient noise classes and are therefore 1120 in total. As opposed to the SE dataset, here the data points are not forced to contain speech signals, although they may contain voice sounds. The volume difference between the different sounds ranges from 0 to 20 dBFS (referring to the signal’s RMS amplitude). Also here, we randomly place all sound sources in the 3D environment, paying attention to obtain a uniform distribution of locations within this dataset section.
attention to obtain a uniform distribution of locations.

The predictors data of this section have the same form of the SE section, except for the sampling frequency, which here is 32 kHz. As target data, we provide a csv file containing the onset and offset time stamps, the typology class and the spatial coordinates of each individual sound event present in a data point.

2.3. Dataset Splits

We split both dataset sections into a training set (approximately 80 hours for SE and 5 hours for SELD) and a test set (approximately 6 hours for SE and 2.5 hours for SELD), paying attention to create similar distributions. The train set of the SE section is divided in two partitions: train360 and train100, and contain speech samples extracted from the correspondent partitions of Librispeech (only the samples up to 12 seconds). All sets of the SELD section are divided in: OV1, OV2, OV3. These partitions refer to the maximum amount of possible overlapping sounds, which are 1, 2 or 3, respectively.

The test set of both dataset sections is further split into two equally-long subsets that present a similar distribution: one development and one blind test set. The first one is part of the initial release of the dataset, and it is aimed, as usual, at the model’s hyperparameters fine-tuning. The latter, instead, is aimed at the submissions’ evaluation and was initially released with the only predictors data, without target labels/signals.

3. CHALLENGE TASKS

We propose 2 different tasks, both based on our L3DAS22 dataset: 3D Speech Enhancement in Office Reverberant Environment and 3D Sound Event Localization and Detection in Office Reverberant Environment. Each one is divided in 2 sub-tasks: one-mic and dual-mic recordings, respectively, relying on the sounds acquired by one or both Ambisonics microphones, as described in Section 2.

In this context, the information predicted for one task may be beneficial for the other one. For instance, the sound localization parameters may be re-used to improve the performance of 3D speech enhancement networks, as in [24][25]. Therefore, participants are encouraged to develop a strategy to bootstrap the resources and exploit the output of one model to enhance the performance of the other one (although this is not mandatory).

3.1. Task 1: 3D Speech Enhancement in Office Reverberant Environment

The objective of this task is the separation and enhancement of speech signals immersed in a noisy 3D environment, basing on the SE section of the L3DAS22 dataset. Here the models are expected to extract the monophonic voice signal from the 3D mixture that contains various background noises. The evaluation metric for this task is a combination of the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI), which estimates the intelligibility of the output speech signal, and word error rate (WER), computed to assess the effects of the enhancement for speech recognition purposes. We use a Wav2Vec [26] architecture pre-trained on Librispeech 960h[7] to compute the WER. The final metric for this task is a combination of these two measures given by \((STOI + (1 - WER))/2\). This metric lies therefore in the 0-1 range and higher values are better.

3.2. Task 2: 3D Sound Event Localization and Detection in Office Reverberant Environment

The aim of this task is to detect the temporal activity, spatial position and typology of a known set of sound events immersed in a synthetic 3D acoustic environment. This task is performed on the SELD section of the L3DAS22 dataset. Here the models are expected to predict a list of the active sound events and their respective location at regular intervals of 100 milliseconds.

We use a joint metric for localization and detection: Location-sensitive detection error, as defined in [27]. This metric is computed on each time frame and consists of measuring the cartesian distance between the predicted and true events with the same label, and counting a true positive only when its label is correct and its location is within a threshold from its reference location. After this operation, we compute the regular F score. In this challenge, we fixed the spatial error threshold to 2 meters.

4. BASELINE METHODS

As baseline methods we propose state-of-the-art architectures, specifically adapted for each task. For both tasks, we used the only signals coming from one Ambisonics microphone (mic A), leaving room for experimentation with the dual-mic configuration.

4.1. Models

For task 1 (SE), we use a beamforming U-Net architecture [9], which provided the best metrics for the L3DAS21 Challenge on the SE task. This network uses a convolutional U-Net to estimate B-format beamforming filters and contains three main modules: encoder for extracting high-level features gradually, decoder for reconstructing the size of input features from the output of the encoder, and skip connections for concatenating each layer in the encoder with its corresponding layer in the decoder. The enhancement process is performed as that of the traditional signal beamforming. We

- https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-base-960h
multiply the complex spectrogram of B-format noisy signal with the filters estimated by U-Net through element-wise multiplication, and then sum the result over the channel axis to estimate a single-channel enhanced complex spectrogram. In the end the ISTFT is performed to obtain the enhanced time-domain signal. With this model we obtained a baseline test metric for task 1 of 0.81, with a word error rate of 0.25 and a STOI of 0.87.

For task 2, instead, we developed a variant of the SELDnet architecture [16]. We ported to the PyTorch language the original Keras implementation and we modified its structure in order to make it compatible with the L3DAS22 dataset. The objective of this network is to output a continuous estimation (within a fixed temporal grid) of the sounds present in the environment and their respective location. The original SELDNet architecture is conceived for processing sound spectrograms (including both magnitudes and phase information) and uses a convolutional-recurrent feature extractor based on 3 convolution layers followed by a bidirectional GRU layer. In the end, the network is split in two separate branches that predict the detection (which classes are active) and location (where the sounds are) information for each target time step. We augmented the capacity of the network by increasing the number of channels and layers, while maintaining the original data flow. Moreover, we discard the phase information and we perform max-pooling on both the time and the frequency dimensions, as opposed to the original implementation, where only frequency-wise max-pooling is performed. In addition, we added the ability to detect multiple sound sources of the same class that may be active at the same time (3 at maximum in our case). To obtain this behavior we tripled the size of the network’s output matrix, in order to predict separate location and detection information for all possible simultaneous sounds of the same class. This network obtains a baseline test F-score of 0.4, with a precision of 0.49 and a recall of 0.33. For further implementation details on our baseline models, please refer to the L3DAS official GitHub repository (link above).

5. CHALLENGE RULES AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

5.1. Rules and Requirements

The goal of the challenge is to foster research on machine learning for 3D audio. All participants should adhere to the following rules to be eligible for the challenge:

- All participants must submit the obtained results for at least one of the 2 tasks. The results should be accompanied by a paper describing the proposed method.
- Each individual participant cannot be included in multiple participating teams. Therefore, a participant is allowed to submit only one set of results.
- Winners will be selected according to the best performance for each single task, separately. Therefore, one winner for each task will be selected.
- There are no restrictions on the proposed methodologies. However, in case of a tie, the Challenge Committee will take into account the novelty and originality of the proposed approach. Also, a method that can be used for both the 1-mic and 2-mic configurations will be positively evaluated.
- Participants are not restricted to use the L3DAS22 dataset only. It is in fact allowed to augment this dataset and/or to integrate additional data to train/pre-train the models.
- The Challenge can have up to 5 papers from the top ranked teams. The format should be consistent with ICASSP regular paper, and should be submitted before the camera-ready deadline.
- Accepted papers will be presented at a Signal Processing Grand Challenge special session of the IEEE ICASSP 2022 conference. Authors, who are not interested in participating the challenge but want to make a contribution to the topic, are encouraged to submit a paper to this track, even without specifically use the proposed datasets.

5.2. Paper and Results Submissions

- Results and paper must be submitted within the deadlines shown in Subsection 5.4.
- Results should be prepared and formatted according to the guidelines detailed in the challenge submission page.
- The accompanying paper must describe the proposed method and must contain all the details to ensure reproducibility. The paper must also include information about the computational complexity of the model (e.g., in terms of number of parameters or execution time on a specific device).
- Papers should be prepared according to the guidelines of IEEE ICASSP 2022.
- Submitted papers will undergo the standard peer-review process of IEEE ICASSP 2022.

Optionally, you can inform us at l3das@uniroma1.it about your submission.

2. www.l3das.com/icassp2022/submission
5.3. Support

The challenge participants are encouraged to contact our team at l3das@uniroma1.it for any issue of clarification about the challenge or the dataset.

5.4. Timeline

- Jan 5, 2022 – Release of the Evaluation Test Set
- Jan 10, 2022 – Deadline for Submitting Results for Both Tasks
- Jan 20, 2022 – Notification of Top Ranked Teams
- Jan 31, 2022 – Deadline for Paper Submission (Top Ranked 5 Only)
- Feb 10, 2022 – Grand Challenge Paper Acceptance Notification
- Feb 16, 2022 – Camera-Ready Grand Challenge Papers Deadline
- Mar 22, 2022 – Opening of the IEEE ICASSP 2022 and Winner Announcement
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